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The Verdict (TL;DR)
A summary of this newsletter
LHC

Wait to Buy

PSG

Sell Now

DSY

Wait to Sell

CPI

Wait to Buy (Buy Now)

EOH

Neutral

SOL

Wait to Buy

MTN

Wait to Buy

SHF

Wait to Buy

SAB

Wait to Sell

NPN

Wait to Buy (Buy Now)

SPG

Sell Now

CML

Sell Now

WHL

Wait to Buy

AEEI

Neutral

AVI

Buy Now

CGR

Wait to Buy

BTI

Sell Now

MPC

Buy Now

MFL

Sell Now

ZED

Wait to Buy

* Remember these are just ideas, you need to look at the charts first and make your own decisions

Tools Updates
•

Android App Relased – Very simple app, its just charts on the go.
You can download from the google play store. It is not hugely popular so to search for it using the
“must contain” syntax eg. “how-to-trade”

•

We would like to thank those that donated to the site. We will continue to improve our tools. A
percentage of the donations we receive will go into the kitty for the share trading game we are
planning. You can also donate here

Planned Upgrades to Website
•

Improvements to Portfolio (Track your actual performance vs Money market and other fund
managers) coming later this year

•

Share trading game to be released as beta later this year, full release beginning next year.

Community
•
•

Follow us on Twitter @how_to_trade_sa
Problem with activation emails: Try use gmail if you can, otherwise telkom and mweb emails will
need to email: admin@synergysystems.co.za to activate your account.

LHC (Life Healthcare)
Higher lows. A nice base to work towards that 4100 level. A good place to accumulate is around 3750
provided it stays above that level.

DSY (Discovery)
Higher Lows but lower highs. A move down to test the upward trend is likely, espescially if we drop below
13350. Although a move above 14000 (14059) would be very positive, a higher high.

EOH (EOH Ltd.)
Waiting for the Inverse head and shoulders to play out at 18500. Wait to see what happens at this level.

MTN (MTN Group)
Chart looks terrible, but it didn't break the 20000 barrier. Lets wait and see, but below 19812, would be a
lower low. If we don't break that level, look at a possible accumulation.

SAB (South African Breweries)
Doesn't want to break the 68000 barrier. A move down to the support at 64000 is possible, if 65317 is
broken. Long term I wouldn't worry, the share is a banker.

SPG (Super Group)
Its a long way down and it seems like resistance at the current 3600 level. Below 3452, target 3050.
Maybe look to close your long positions and look for short opportunities.

WHL (Woolworths)
A series of high lows and higher highs. Look for a move back to 9800 for another leg of accumulation.

AVI (AVI)
A very volatile looking chart. Strong resistance. Above 8000, accumulate now, let us look to target 8600
and look to close longs.

BTI (British American Tobacco)
Running into some resistance, so a good time to close longs. Otherwise as an investor, leave it be it is a
strong share. Below 72000 is the first sign of weakness.

MFL (Metrofile)
Break of the 425 long term support. Doesn't bode well for this document archiving company.

PSG (PSG Group)
Higher lows. Having difficulty breaking above 21000. Staying above 19500 is lekker.

CPI (Capitec)
Break of the midterm down trend. May be a good idea to accumulate to target 58000. The 48000 is a good
level to try but CPI rarely gives you chances until it is too late.

SOL (Sasol)
A good base of higher highs. Lets look at 41000 for a possible accumulation.

SHF (Steinhoff)
Nice support, 7600 is a god point to accumulate.

NPN (Naspers)
Symmetrical Triangle. Here we go...173000 lets buy some shares.

CML (Coronation)
Excellent channel downwards. Nothing doing until we see a breakout.

AEEI (African Equity Empowerment Investments)
Still in the symmetrical triangle. Above 260 is good, below 220 is bad.

CGR (Calgro)
Excellent support. A series of higher lows and highs.

MPC (Mr Price)
Looks like the storm is over. A lekker channel, accumulate at 24500.

ZED (Zeder)
Support is strong and up. If you are looking for an entry try wait till the end of October and buy on support
at 820.

Some Rules we keep for Successful Trading
1. Don't trade or invest because you heard a few people talk about it or advise you on it. That includes
fund manager, accredited financial advisors and brokers. They may be creating hype, or trying to generate
greed or fear to influence the share price. Insider trading is not a worthwhile trading method. If you
manage your trading / investment account, it is your responsiiblity and your money. Listen to ideas, but
make the trade by your rules and decision making process.
2. PE ratios (Earnings) are deceiving indicators. Often when the PE is good, it is a bad share to invest in.
Take care.
3. Try not to invest or trade in shares below R1 and if you are conservative like we are R10. “Penny stocks”
are at risk of price manipulation.
4. Check for company news, dividend declations and dividend payment dates before you trade the share.
5. Cut your losses quickly and let your winners run ie. Keep managing and revisiting your winners but don't
close them immediately once they have reached their target.
6. Be careful of Companies with a heavy reliance on government and a big emphasis on BEE. Often the
obligations of these companies make them inefficient and unpredictable.
Mystery Share of the Month
Chart is of 2015. 2 Users are watching this share.

Donation Details
If you want to donate you can using the details below. If you don't want to or can't...don't worry, the service
will remain free and advertisement free forever.
Send an EFT to this account:
Account Name: Synergy Systems Online (Pty) Ltd
Account Number: 371596106
Branch: Fourways Crossing
Branch Code: 009953
Swift Code: SBZA ZA JJ
Beneficiary Reference: Your Name / Email

